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To create truly effective human-centric ambient intelligence systems both engineering and computing methods are needed. This is the first book to bridge data processing and intelligent reasoning methods for the creation of human-centered ambient intelligence systems. Interdisciplinary in nature, the book covers topics such as multi-modal interfaces, human-computer interaction, smart environments and pervasive computing, addressing principles, paradigms, methods and applications. 

This book will be an ideal reference for university researchers, R&D engineers, computer engineers, and graduate students working in signal, speech and video processing, multi-modal interfaces, human-computer interaction and applications of ambient intelligence.

Hamid Aghajan is a Professor of Electrical Engineering (consulting) at Stanford University, USA. His research is on user-centric vision applications in smart homes, assisted living / well being, smart meetings, and avatar-based social interactions. He is Editor-in-Chief of "Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments", has chaired ACM/IEEE ICDSC 2008, and organized workshops/sessions/tutorials at ECCV, ACM MM, FG, ECAI, ICASSP, CVPR.

Juan Carlos Augusto is a Lecturer at the University of Ulster, UK. He is conducting research on Smart Homes and Classrooms. He has given tutorials at IJCAI'07 and AAAI'08. He is Editor-in-Chief of the Book Series on "Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments" and the "Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments". He has co-Chaired ICOST'06, AITAmI'06/07/08, and is Workshops Chair for IE'09.

RamÐ“Ñ–n LÐ“Ñ–pez-CÐ“Ñ–zar Delgado is a Professor at the Faculty of Computer Science and Telecommunications of the University of Granada, Spain. His research interests include speech recognition and understanding, dialogue management and Ambient Intelligence. He is a member of ISCA (International Speech Communication Association), SEPLN (Spanish Society on Natural Language Processing) and AIPO (Spanish Society on HCI).


	Integrates engineering and computing methods that are essential for designing and implementing highly effective ambient intelligence systems
	Contains contributions from the world's leading experts in academia and industry
	Gives a complete overview of the principles, paradigms and applications of human-centric ambient intelligence systems
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Electric Power Systems: A Conceptual Introduction (Wiley Survival Guides in Engineering and Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
A clear explanation of the technology for producing and delivering electricity
    

    Electric Power Systems explains and illustrates how the electric grid works in a clear, straightforward style that makes highly technical material accessible. It begins with a thorough discussion of the underlying physical...
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The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic AccountsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Strategic accounts are your firm’s lifeblood: they play a critical role in  its success or failure. The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts is  filled with best practices and examples of how to intelligently manage key  interactions and relationships with these vital accounts—for greater loyalty,  higher profitability,...
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LR Parsing: Theory and Practice (Cambridge Studies in Cultural Systems)Cambridge University Press, 1988

	LR parsing has become a widely used method of syntax analysis; this
	is largely due to the availability of parser generators and compiler-
	compilers based on LR techniques. However, the readily available ac
	counts of the theory of these techniques are either superficial or are
	weighed down with tedious mathematical detail of a merely...
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UML BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If UML can do it, you can do it too...
Today’s economy demands top quality software development in record time and with maximum efficiency. UML arms you to meet that challenge, and the UML Bible supplies the most comprehensive UML education you can get. One volume covers everything from understanding and using UML and diagramming notation...
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Mobile Fading Channels: Modelling, Analysis, & SimulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
All relevant components of a mobile radio system, from digital modulation techniques over channel coding through to network aspects, are determined by the propagation characteristics of the channel. Therefore, a precise knowledge of mobile radio channels is crucial for the development, evaluation and test of current and future mobile radio...
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Ant: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Ant is the premiere build management tool for use in Java environments. Unlike traditional build management tools such as GNU Make, Ant is itself written in Java, is platform independent, and interfaces well with the utilities in Sun's Java software development kit (SDK). In addition to being platform independent, Ant is also independent of the...
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